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Abstract

If you entered the field of scientific research like Artificial Intelligence research, the chances
that you find a random paper with “This paper is the first time of proposing . . . ”, “Our paper is
the first . . .method that . . . ”; . . . , are really high. You will also find almost all the papers have
this kind of sentences: “We call Equation * (or Algorithm *) the WorldSuperbBestAlgorithm”.
Naming something must feel you good. Isn’t it? Have you cited similar algorithms? Have you
cited the research that lead to your superb algorithm? Naming something without any reference
or discussion is showing the world your paper is the first to discover the concept. I hope everyone
understand this, and view naming something as a responsibility or a burden instead of pride. The
motivation of this article is that AI authors should take caution in using these kinds of descriptions
in promoting their works. It should always be backed up by extensive literature search, and the
results of this search should be reflected in the paper, so that the readers have materials and
facts to believe instead of merely consuming the authority of the authors.

Researchers often aim high, to pick apples that are high above. I think one should always pass
the lower bound first. Writing your cherished paper close to or crossing the boundary of plagiarism
isn’t as hard as you might think. Don’t claim you are the first in proposing “your ideas”, unless
you have done extensive literature search and 200% sure about what you are saying, not to mention
intentionally hiding known arts to you just to establish and continue your leadership in the field.

Every paper is cooked in a hard way. After months and years of extensive efforts, when it is
time to present the paper, one should always be aware to curb one’s greediness in releasing your
ambition in the paper. There is no need to laugh at this old-school ethics. Surprisingly, even
famous people cannot guarantee doing this well. In my early career, I’ve experienced quite a few
times being cut head in research.

1 My Problems

I have problems in reading AI papers. After reading so many papers that have “Ours is the first ***
to ***”, I am wondering, how many of these sentences are trustworthy? In fact, my bitter experience
of Ph.D and early careers told me negatives. These words are solely used to catch the eyeballs of the
reviewers and readers, and mean very little in concreteness.

I am a dim light in reinforcement learning and AI. However, I will use materials and facts to show
that, I am proud that I am not doing this job a shabby way. The point of this article is to raise
awareness in the AI community about the trend of favoring taking the ownership of ideas
and innovations. Dr. Richard S. Sutton authored quite a few important papers in reinforcement
learning, including Temporal difference learning, which was the first RL paper I read, linear Dyna,
Gradient TD series, and the RL book which is used as a textbook in many universities.

Every Ph.D student has read about “How do you fail a Ph.D?”. Below the materials are organized
in “How one may fail to lead the field?”. Never do “cutting-head” research. Never, never, never take
advantage of your students. Don’t do it the second time and third time, please, if you did it the first
time already for some reasons that may be understandable. Never, never, never do evil.

2 Stay Out from “Cutting-head” research

Every research has a family tree, maintained by the scholars in literature. Respecting and building
a genuine research tree is the shared honesty and ethics of the literature, which is the foundation of
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science and AI. “Cutting-head” research refers to, there exists relevant prior arts in the literature, in
particular there is at least a paper A exists. However, the authors chose to present their paper “A0”,
with decades of research and writing experience, successfully wrapped A0 as the “first paper” in this
literature, without any reference to paper A. Paper A then remains unknown to the literature, and
later the literature cited and credited this idea to paper A0. Paper A’s and the literature’s head is cut.

This happens for the Gradient TD paper (Sutton et al., 2008a), written by Dr. Sutton in 2008.
Gradient TD’s key idea is to stabilize the O.D.E. of TD update, which is problematic for off-policy
learning. The paper presents GTD was “ground breaking”, in the way that the O.D.E. update was
conceived and the learning objective and the gradient descent for TD were novel. I started writing
the preconditioned TD paper (Yao and Liu, 2008) from 2006, and submitted the paper four times to
ICML 2007, NIPS 2007 (see my homepage, a rejection decision with 7.27 average score out of 10, three
reviewer scores: 7,8 and 5, confidence of the reviewers: 10, 10, 2. The third reviewer gave 2 in the first
round of review.), ISAIM 2008, and ICML 2008. Finally, the paper got accepted by ICML 2008. Dr.
Sutton’s paper is NIPS 2008, which is half a year later than ICML 2008.

Figure 1: GTD Introduction

I understand that the GTD algorithm applies to off-policy while my PTD paper does on-policy
learning only. In addition, GTD is O(n) and my PTD is O(n2). However, (1) the GTD paper also
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tried to cover on-policy. (2) The Gradient Descent for TD idea: is it first in the GTD paper or my
PTD paper? (3) When were this objective function and the O.D.E. first time appearing in literature?
in GTD paper or my PTD paper? (4) How hard is it to conduct the GTD analysis once you got the
idea of the symmetry in the system from the objective function? (5) Without this idea, how would
one stabilize TD for off-policy learning? Any clue for this before 2008?

3 Don’t apply any Filter. Science is Objectivity.

I applied the Ph.D program at University of Alberta, in December 2007. I uploaded my CV, research
statement and my PTD paper (my only paper at the time). Dr. Sutton interviewed me in March,
2008, in which we discussed my research on TD and PTD. Karen’s email shows this interview in Figure
2.

Figure 2: Karen’s email about the interview.

A search of my email box showed lots of communications between Dr. Sutton’s group at the time
and me, before their NIPS 2008 submission, including,

• Email chains with Dr. Sutton himself. Figure 3.

• My experiments for GTD on Boyan chain. Figure 4.

• My PDF two-page write-up of GTD experiments, pointing out two problems of GTD. Figure 5.

• Dr. Sutton asked me for the matlab code of my GTD experiments. Figure 9.

• My email attachments to Dr. Sutton, including codes, write-up PDF, plots and relevant papers.
Figure 6.

I had a hard time reading the Acknowledgement of GTD. Retracing this route, it gave me an
impression that Dr. Sutton had a filter in writing down acknowledgement, 1 and “chose” which
students to work on what, regardless how much interests and contributions one student already made
to the project. I believe all these people contributed to your paper’s discussion. However, as someone
who conceived some experiments, wrote codes, wrote a two-page PDF and had lots of email discussion
with the authors, when one wrote down the names to acknowledge, the student don’t even came across
into the writer’s mind? What is the purpose of the Acknowledgement in a paper? It shows the authors’
appreciation for them spending time giving feedback, so that people know you appreciate. It is always

1Did I over-read? I read almost all Dr. Sutton’s writings on off-policy learning, including his new version of the book,
ETD, GQ and nonlinear GTD; etc. I hope I could have found some clue that “He just forgot”.
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Figure 3: Emails with Dr. Sutton and me.

good to genuinely and generously thank the people who gave feedbacks, even though their opinions
are not very important to the paper itself now (otherwise they should be put as the coauthors).

LET US THROW AWAY OUR SUBJECTIVE FILTERS. “This author(s) did not cite
my paper. So I will not cite hers/his as well”. “This author spoke bad of my papers and so I hate
her/him; and of course I will not cite her/his papers”. Believe me, if you curb all these mental things,
you will feel much more happy than if you submerge in these thoughts. Cite objectively. One is one.
Two is Two. The research sky needs to be clear and blue.

4 Don’t do it the 2nd time, please.

I came to UofA September 2008. About the same time, the development of TDC paper started (Sutton
et al., 2009). My involvement can be reflected in

• Figure 12 shows I help organize this meeting from the beginning. These offline meetings were
scheduled weekly, which lead to the TDC paper.

• Figure 13 shows the idea of TDC started with Hamid relating to the preconditioning technique
from my PTD paper. Hamid and I had lots of offline discussions as we sat in the lab everyday
at the time.

• Emails from David Silver Figure 7 and 8 on TDC experiments.

Yet, you won’t be able find any mentioning of my above involvements in GTD or TDC papers in
official documents. GTD missed my name even in the Acknowledgement. TDC magically doesn’t have
the Acknowledgement section. The TDC paper started with the weekly meetings, which were initiated
and scheduled from the discussion between Dr. Sutton and me, Figure 12. Boyan chain experiments?
Who did it? Where the code was from? All the experiments used on-policy problems for evaluating
off-policy algorithms. Whose idea? Figure 5? This also includes Silver’s Computer Go experiments
for comparing with TD. Is off-policy learning algorithm comparable to on-policy learning algorithm?
Whose idea? Silver’s communication was addressing me first, Figure 7 and Figure 8. I discovered this
simple yet novel way of evaluating GTD and other off-policy learning algorithms at the time when I
was a member of the “Off-policy Gangs”. Yet, I have no credit in the paper. I have no credit in this
now widely used technique for off-policy learning experiments, which was invented by me. I’ve seen
too many papers like TDRC (Ghiassian et al., 2020) and a few others by actually some friends and
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Figure 4: Email showing I did experiments for GTD.

colleagues referring the technique, the NEU objective function, and the gradient TD idea to the GTD
and TDC papers. However, I cannot tell them. It’s a bit pain to read sometimes.

Chapter 11 of Dr. Sutton’s book, a whole chapter, including historical contributions, you won’t be
able to see any mentioning of my work and contributions either.

5 First-authoring as Supervisor: Caution and Use Rarely

I can only understand Dr. Sutton’s behavior in terms of his ambition. I highly appreciate his ambition
and vision for RL. However, in one’s pursuit of ambition for himself and literature, don’t forget to
curb our human instinctive feelings.

Does one need to be the first author for the papers coauthored with students? I absolutely agree,
the supervisors can, definitely, in some situations. Actually, it is great to see some senior folks
proposing new ideas and take a big chunk of the work in the frontiers of research. For Dr.
Sutton, this happened a bit too often. GTD (Sutton et al., 2008a), TDC (Sutton et al., 2009), Horde
(Sutton et al., 2011), Linear Dyna (Sutton et al., 2008b) and ETD (Sutton et al., 2016); etc. Most
people are Okay with it, especially young students and scientists. However, it is a completely different
story, if one left some coauthor(s) out, and if one is the first author and correspondence author of the
paper. I would be Okay if I was put the last author of TDC, although reading the paper, and eyeing
the emails and trying to recall by inaccurate memories, I may qualify as the first four authors. It is
meaningless to compare contributions. I am just saying. You get my point.

A reminder to all of us: Don’t forget to search your email boxes, memory, and your coauthors’
minds about potential coauthors when one submits. This is especially important because nowadays
big AI conferences does not allow the changes of authors once submitted.

If one really loves your own ideas so much, be advised that you can always write a paper on your
own. One of the toughest times I’ve been through is that the GTD matter and other mentioned
involved my genuine some life-long friends as well. Don’t involve coauthors if there are any unknown
substantial facts to them. The coauthors and colleagues join in a work because they want to help in
making a great paper, and they can make it better. They are NOT supposed to be kept in any hideous
intention, or take blame in the future for which they didn’t know well or didn’t do.

The content of the following papers used to inspire me. However, the author line doesn’t look so
right to me now.

• A Convergent O(n) Algorithm for Off-policy Temporal-difference Learning with Linear Function
Approximation. Richard S. Sutton, Hamid Maei and Csaba Szepesvári. NeurIPS, 2008.
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• Fast Gradient-Descent Methods for Temporal-Difference Learning with Linear Function Approx-
imation. Richard S. Sutton, Hamid Reza Maei, Doina Precup Shalabh Bhatnagar, David Silver,
Csaba Szepesvari, and Eric Wiewiora. ICML, 2009.

• Horde: A Scalable Real-time Architecture for Learning Knowledge from Unsupervised Sensori-
motor Interaction. Richard S. Sutton, Joseph Modayil, Michael Delp, Thomas Degris, Patrick
M. Pilarski, Adam White. AAMAS, 2011.

• An Emphatic Approach to the Problem of Off-policy Temporal-Difference Learning. Richard S.
Sutton, A. Rupam Mahmood and Martha White. JMLR, 2016.

6 Afterword

I’ve chosen to forget. During the 15 years, I fighted with myself on and on. Every time I succeeded.
This effort collapsed when reading recent off-policy RL papers, one after another, including some
written by Dr. Sutton himself. I give up. The amount of pain grows beyond that I can continue to
withhold any more.

I understand this may cost my research career. This document is my own decision. No one else
and no company was involved in the discussed matters.

The content of this article reflects what I thought and read over the years. It is a subjective matter
that is my own thoughts. I apologize if it is disturbing to your mind.

I believe, matters like this, should be discussed with the people in question before
releasing to public. Please give people chances to chip in, if you have similar cases. They may
want to explain or make up their mistakes. Everyone makes mistake, including me. I did quite a few
homeworks before this. Folks at UofA, including some coauthors of GTD and TDC, senior members
of Amii, department chairs, vice dean and dean of faculty of science, and provost, all witnessed my
efforts and patience to try to resolve this privately, from March 2022.

I think by the time this article is published (if I decide after all), the time is sufficient enough for
someone to respond responsibly. Dr. Sutton ignored my personal communications for about half year.
After that, I contacted the dean, who confidently assured me to let him do the communication efforts
to Dr. Sutton and he sounded very hopeful to help resolve it. I was very hopeful too. Dr. Sutton met
me November 3rd, 2022, in his office. We discussed the TDC paper and my PTD paper in particular.
He recognized the similarity by himself after he pulled the two papers, and said TDC is a “warping” of
PTD. I didn’t know this word before. He gave me a “sorry” which sounded quite light, and he refused
to do any fix. I especially didn’t like it when he said, “it’s such a long time.”, which sounded like why
I bothered to mention it now. I don’t know how to describe my feelings. For my 15 years. For my
young and passionate times on Gradient TD works. For my considerations for him. I get this.

I said, “I really need to have break now”. I still shook my hands with Dr. Sutton. When I walked
out of his office, I saw Rupam, an old lab mate at our times, and I said “Hi”. Since that meeting, I
never heard from him.
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7.4 Authors’ contributions

Me only.

7.5 Acknowledgements

No acknowledgement is necessary for this article.

Appendix: Timeline

• From 2006 to 2008, I have submitted my PTD work four times. I was a master student at
Tsinghua Univ. and CityU at Hong Kong at the time.

• In Dec. 2007, I applied to UofA Ph.D program, with my PTD paper in the application material.

• January 2008: my PTD paper was finally accepted by ICML.

• From March to May 2008, extensive discussions between Dr. Sutton’s group and me. I also did
experiments, and one theorem proof.

• May 2008, Dr. Sutton’s GTD paper was submitted. No my name. either in the author or
Acknowledgement.

• September 2008, I came to UofA, under the supervision of Dr. Sutton.

• About the same time, TDC paper started to be developed. My involvement is shown in this
article.

• January 2009, TDC paper was submitted. Again. No my name. The paper this time has no
Acknowledgement section.

• From 2009 to 2011, I was exploring multi-step Dyna, off-policy learning with a one-collection-
for-all solution, Universal option models, and RL for PageRank.

• Dr. Sutton’s Horde, the concurrent work of my one-collection-for-all off-policy learning solution,
and his ETD both have shadows in my papers.

• Dr. Sutton told me in 2011 that he would not be my supervisor any more. FGSR at UofA and
quite a few professors knew this history. I became a new father before or right after this, and
my wife was visiting me and she did not have a job. I held an international visa at the time.

• Luckily, Csaba took me as a student later on.

• In 2014, Csaba organized my defense committee. He told me that he asked Dr. Sutton whether he
could be a member. Dr. Sutton said “NO”. I didn’t ask Csaba to ask Dr. Sutton. From his point
of view, it must have been natural: I worked with Dr. Sutton for three years, and my thesis is RL.
One can read the Acknowledgement of my Ph.D thesis (https://github.com/hengshuaiyao/
HengshuaiYao.github.io/blob/master/papers/yao_hengshuai_PhD.pdf) and see words I had
for Dr. Sutton.

• January 2015: End of my student-hood at UofA.

• After 2015: Dr. Sutton treated me a bit better than a stranger.

Obviously my academic career will not be able to continue any more. Continuing to hold this over
the years has hurt my mental health and my family life. I need to give my mind a break. I need to
give my family a happy Christmas with no clouds on a cheerful Daddy’s mind.
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Figure 5: My write-up for the GTD experiments. This write-up was in May 2008, and sent to Dr.
Sutton in one of the email attachments. The document shows that I pointed out two problems of
implementing GTD, which remained unsolved until my recent Impression GTD (Yao, 2023). It also
showed I started experimenting using averaging to curb the noises in GTD, which were proposed in a
few recent papers, including NASA and some iterative averaging work (See my Impression GTD for
the review).
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Figure 6: Email attachments by me in May 2008.

Figure 7: David Silver emails.
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Figure 8: David Silver emails.

Figure 9: Dr. Sutton asked my matlab code for the GTD experiments.
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Figure 10: Hamid emails.

Figure 11: GTD Conclusion and Acknowledgement
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Figure 12: Offline meetings. It looks I helped organize these meetings.
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Figure 13: TDC Idea source.
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